
This sum was estimated at appe oximately 1„ broken down30
into the following claseifications:
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SECURITY INFORMATION

28 September 1951

MMCRAIIDUM FCC: Trnt untauvr, ocReareE, COMMERCIAL DIVISION

SUBJECTS	 Project BOSPEED

1. Project BaSFEED was conceived for the purpose of off..chorm
transmission of propaganda into Albania through the purchase and n?
operation of a Vessel bearing suitoble mediumeand short,weve rmdio 4

equipnient. Originally, consideration Uas given to lond ..based radio,
but this was abandoned, due to then existent security reasons ma well
as to the politioal and economic conditions of thnee countries adjutant
to Aabenia and friendly to this country.

2. Project BOSPEEro as proposed, actually constituted an operation
within the framework of BOFIEND, but Jest:mu -eh as it was to be an indee.
pendent phase of operations, it was•corsidered desirable to implement
the project as 4 aub-prcject of BalEINEo Accordingly, the funds reo•
quirod to carry out the project and orate the vemeel for one year were
requested to be mAdeavailable from BOBIENDapproved funds for FT 1950
and 1951.

tr::71

^••.*

;Rts,
."*•
C5

Vessel Cost and Transfer Fees
Refittineo
Conversion
Salaries - Crew
Operatinc Coats (Fuel,lesurance,
Salaries - Technical
Contingent Fund .

(Estimated Capital Expenditures - C.-Operating Costs Estimated at (  _a

An allocation was made Sor FY 1950 in the amount of on funds
from BOFIEND, and the outline plan was authorized (with reservations)
by ADPC on 14 Ape 1950,

L. To provide corer for the operetion„ it was planned to purchase
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taaY WORMATIPPL
a yaehtetype vessel, transfer it to Penameraantegietey, and put it in
the charge of a Paneawedemelicensed-master whe Would provide his own
crow. The ordinary advantages of Panamenian tegistryeespeoialIy for
steanship lines, .include among °there, no fiXed.achedule for wages tali
food, and no official yearly inspection. In spite of increasing legise
lation„ the standee, and cost of operatiereielower than that of ships
registered in this ceuntry. However, the . motivating reason for Ranee
manian registry of theeracht Imlay haa been given an an attempt to die-
annociate.theyieht and ite registered diater from the flag of this 	 -
country.

5. After a. searching survey or the vessels available, iholuding
vessels in England, three seels came under consideration, and eurveys
were 'made in order to Obtain the vessel best suited for the project.
.After a personal survey on 23eand21t May 1950 by repreaentatives of
the Naval Support Office arCOOmmunic time: Divisionvauthorization
was given to purchase the ya6ht Irmaye a ketcherigged motoresailer with
keel.. This vessel was selected and recoMeended over the others on the
basis of her apparent suitability for operational use when viewed from
the standpoint of conversion expense and broadcast requirements.

The Irmay specifications are as follows:

Twineecrew riesel
Overeall Length	 91 ft.
Beam	 31 ft.
Tonnage	 la gr. Tons

84  net
Dr_ afets-----eze-

Power 2-200 h.p. Buda 6 cycle
Range 3900 Nautical Miles
Speed • 13 Knots
Built 1939

6. The yacht Irmay was purchased on 31 October 1950 through a
cuteout,	 :-1, and a Declaration of Trust deposited with the
Legal Office°

7. In order to maintain cover, it was decided to establish a
fictitious organization / Ce
nonprofit organization purporteaey enga ged in research in the feld
of Marine Biology. The purposes ofEee Q:„ as stated in the Charter
are:

"To promote generally the accumulation, anayeia„ and dissemie
. nation of scientific knowledge in the field of Marine Biology
by undertaking, sponsoring, participating in studies, research
projects, and field expeditions inary part of the world -- making
loans and gifts for such purposes ee to make such knowledge avail-

' able through articles, lectures, books, letters, motion pictures,
etcon

2
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-
	an incorporated

foundatCon not authorized to issue capital stock. Funds, for this
foundation have consisted entirely of donations by a fictitious per-
son purportedly-ofe eeceptric habits and keenly interested in this
field of science. A lawyer- and a buainesaman, residenteeof Baltimore,
were contacted. and cleared. The former agreed to act as office of
record and theelatter in eese Capacity of the busineses sponsor.
Accordingly' le	 _Imes activated 1 December 1950, with offices
at 7--	 Baltimore, Maryland.	 •

The following appear as original subscribers in the Certificate
of Incorporations .

Businessman
CEeating Bowie, Lawyer
Daniel B. Leonard

Directors Of the ecrporetion includes

J. Glenn Khitnan

g; (pseudo)
n•

,

Present officers include:

(7-	 Tele President
.	 J. U. bihiiivin	 Secretary & Tressrxer.

r?

9. Funds for operation of 	 riginate by obtaining a Cashieres
Check through the Financerffice anCtorarding it to the Baltimore
bank for the account of

100 Arrangements were made to: employ a bookkeeper (witting) to
keep double-entry bookkeeping records of receipts and disbursements
with a quarterly balance sheet and profit and loss statement certified
by a Certified Public Accountant. This has been done, and report.%
made for the last too quarters of 1951, as wellas December 1950, are
in the files.

U. Believing it to be most desirable tn,:44 title remain with
the present owner, arrangements were made witIL__	 ;a on
•30 November 1950 for the charter of (his) yacht Irmay ITC, Jet a
•price of $3,000 per month for a period of two years, December 1950
to Dedember ,Tege- Checks are made out for this amount on a quarterly
basis by theL 3 toc,	 then endorsed bYt. fiend returned
to the Finance Division.. This is well to keep in mind, as the actual
advances or diebUrsements.do not truly reflect the actual cost of the

3..
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project, as from 1. December 1953 to date some $27,000 disbursed has
or ohould have been returned to this Agency through the fiotitious
charter..

12.. Following her purchase, the yacht lrmay was moved to Boos
Brothers shipyard for convereion and refitting. Files indicate a
queetioe at .a later date as to the suitability of the facilities of
this shipyard in the conversion work. It was indicated that security
was e leading factor in selection, there being criticism as to thee
work ee eleotrioal, mechanical, etc. •

13. In connection with the refitting of yacht Inlays, Cie=
procured the radio equipment necessary for. the project and installation .
was made by member.; of this Agency assigned to the project. . Neither el
the cost nor the general inetallation expense were borne by

minor appear on the books of. this organiaation. ..Neither does
the equi

t, 
nt nor installation of same appear as advances charged against

Project BGSPEED. Howeverva complete list showing equipment and cost is.
shown later in this report, as Attachment "A".

.14.. On 29 Noeember 1950, approvallwasgiien by the Department of
Commercee.Maritime Administration, for the transfer Of Irmay to Fame
manias' registry (Transfer Order No Maell5).. However, actual transfer.
did not occur until the vessel was at St. Thomas enroute to the.Hedie
terranaan in, late January. At this time, the yacht Irmay was renamed
the Juanita, which name will be used for the balance of the report.
Panamanian registry certificates are in General Counsel, CIA, Mee.

15e On 14 Deceaber 1950, the vessel oailed for Miami on a s edown
crane enroute to the Mediterranean. Those aboard consisted of 	 cfew.
and OPC personnel . (all of this Agency) totaling eight personsa. During
this period, the communicaUops equipment was tried out for reception
and mat apparent success. Xt should be noted that no testing of the
recording equipment was conducted during this cruise.,

160. In order to exercise control over the expedition and maintain
proper cover 1:e	e:], the director of the expedition was instructed
to furnish two reports per month from the fields.

a. Covert - Covert operational report to be rendered to
the Agency through existing covert channels.

.b, Overt eVessel operating expanses and salaries to be
rendered overt* C le (Per diem was to be figured as
a general expense charge orCrooks of the Institute.)

17. Upon arrivgl in Mani, the vessel put in, and it was determined
that additional refitting and provisioning were necessary and were made
at Merrill tevent Drydook Co., Miami, at c cost approximating 413,000.

- 4 -	 2S4W4*kee
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18. During the voyage from .this coentrY to Greece, severe
changes were made in personnel, and after dereries Of stops eneoute,
the Juanita arrived at Patras„ Greece, on 28 March 1951.

19. According to filen, a number of operational trips were
attempted, during one of wheah, in early May, the Juanita ran aground
in the vicinity of Corfu but WAS refloated, and according to the ease
officer, inspection at a shipyard at Prams showed no damage to the hullo

20. In attempting to carry out operations, word came from the
field that difficulties were being encountered that prevented them
from carrying out the intended projeot due ter

a. Unsuitability of the coMmunieations equipment for the
purpose for which it was intended. (Subsequent toots in the
field legeto the conclusion that the equipment aboard would
not deliver a satisfactory signal ' farther than 65 miles, and
operational waters were figured at 200 to 400 'miles from the
actual target. This difficulty arosi'initially through failure
to adhere to the skipeeave ,technique upon which the broadcasts
were supposed to be baned. Later tests using the technique
definitely established that the signal was too weak to be
effective at the projected operating range.)

be Unsuitability- of the vessel for operational purposes,
due to the instability of the vessel in heavy seas.

21. After a number of communications to and from the field, as
wales a visit to the field by members from Washington, on 20 August
1951 it was recommended that BGSPEED„ as planned, (to broadcast from
aboard the Juanita) should be abandoned.

224 , At present, recommendations are being studied by Como and
the operating division in regard to the followiegs

a. Whether the mediumewave equipment is satisfactory in
any respects .!i-either installed in the Juanita or ashore.

b. Whether the Juanita is desired for retention by the
field station as an operational asset for use in short-wave
broadcasting, depending upon cost of maintenance, or for other
noes. Currently, the vessel is berthed in Piraeus Harbor and
is being maintained in a standby condition by her crew of five.
Monthly cote amount to approximately 46,000 per month.

234 Financial

According to records in the Finance, Office and EEel advances

---28466r0e■—.
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made from 26 June 1953 to 22 August 1951 amounted to C__
&waver, adjustments are to be made in this fugure to accoun-t3for a
refund to the project of $21,0004 and further expenses amounting.te

jwhich result tenet advances to the project to date of
C,	 :) However, to this amount should be added the cost of
communications and navigational equipment installed aboard the
vessel totalin€C:	 7 and not reflected in Finance Office figures.
Therefore, Vtal costo the Government of Project BGSPEED to data

• ameants to t__

24. Personnel.

As mentioned earlier in this reeert, the only emeloree in -1
this country on the books of 4C, -J-1 the beokkeeper„ a cleared wetting person, who works on

partetime -asis. The prteidente Mt. Fogg, uneelfishly donates his
services to the project. Personnel With the expedition have chaneed
constantly both as to job and location, inasmuch as all are employee's
of the .Agencv. However, according to the case officer, the latest
records ofCe :1show the following to be employees at the kale:wing
salaries:

Ce. , Bookkeeper	 $150 per me?

Expedition:
LI Holmes, Captain
E. C. Hardy, let Mate
J. P. Nichie, 2nd 'Mate
H. B. Widden, Engineer

700 " a
400 "
300 "	 et

400 "
416

Certain of the personnel have been assigned to the base
radio station, in view of the present inactive status of BGSPEED.

. 25. It might be well at this time to mention that the original
insurance policies on the Juanita included hell insurance which expired
31 August l91 This insurance, costing.t2i000 per year, was carried
through le_	 t (apparent owner) direct by the Agency and naturally
does not show C._	 jbookelo

It is understood that, due to security reasons and the desire
for no investigations . in event of damage, hull insurance was allowed
to lapse, with concurrence of General Counsel, CIA. This is mentioned
because if damage had been incurred in the grounding of the vessel
in May and dispoeition of the craft WM considered, there would have
been no reason not to present a claim for whatever might be covered
by the policy.

26. 22=21E and Observations

The form tion of L	 as a nonprofit institution has
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evidently been handled in the proper method and .books - kept in
accordance With proper accounting procedures to the latisfiotion
of Fae, Thomas Miller, CPAs uho inspector__ 	 3books
quarterly; Certificate of Incorporations DyeLawse minutes of
meetings, are all in the General Counsel's files. •

It is noticed that ADPC questioned the possibility of
using a going foundation instead of establishing a fictitious one,
and files ehow . a number . of actual foundations that were considered
but not toad, for reasons of oeourity.

Th4 s part is mentioned, as it appears that the weakest
point of C: :]is the source of funds ee deeatieeete an ecoentric
anonymous person representel by a has been
built up as . a representative of this individual*

While the expedition has . been in Greece for t considerable
time, it is understood that the reports regarding research have been
relatively limited and meager * This is felt worthy of mention, as,
if cover is detiredi research must be of sufficient volume to create
such cover, regardless of the time necessary to carry out operational
detail*

As to the purchase of the motor ketch Juanita, this is most
unfortunate, as files ehow that Much time and effort was expended on
this project by both Naval SupportOffice as well as Como Division*
The suitability of the vessel and communications equipment and dis-
posal of sane depend upon the recommendation of the field as to suite
ability of either for operational use and Headquarters decision on
over-all problems * Ineevent of a negative decision, it is suggested
that both vessel and equipuent be offered to other operating divisions
prior to consideration for disposals security permitting*

At this points it is felt well to point out that, while the
purchase price of the Juanita seems to be satisfactory to all concerned,
the cost of conversion as well as the satisfaction of the job done is
worthy of consideration* This is noted, as a great deal of the expense
seems to have been incurred due to the attempt to acComplish the oone
version within a certain deadline * This, naturally, affected the cost
and possibly the civility of the work dens. The reason for pointing this
out is due *lithe fact that other projects examined by this office cone
tamed elements of 's atelier nature that resulted in unusuel.eXpense
with the same unfortunate results * This is brought out not as a matter
'for censure On-Project BGSPEEDs but primarily to avoid similar repetition
on any possible future projects.

Records here in Weshington are very completes and accounting
of expenditures kept in an orderly mermen
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In an informal discussion with Cornmo Division, it was brought
up that recently, in removing some equipment in order to repair Comm
installation, sots dry rot had been encountered. No formal report has
been received from the field concerning thia matter, but is believed
important to mention, as the condition of the hull wil/ have 4 great
deal of bearing on whether the vessel should be retained for operational
use or disposed of on the open market.

C__	 21 Consultant
1. Businesa'Analyst

Commercial DiVision

C -3C 38gP

Attached,
List of Commo Equipment wisest

Distribution:
Cy 1 of 22 o CH Subj. Pile
Cy 2 of 12 . o CM Chrono File
Cy 3 of 22 EE41.
Cy 4 of 12 MAR
GYs 542 of 12 - CM

. 8 . •	 461466599._
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RADIO EQUIPMENT PROCURED BY COMO FOR BOSPEED-

L Transmitter, Collins, 20K	
TO)3 0.0T)2. Transmitter, H74 0 Ouning.Unit

30 RT-1B, Transmitter	 1000000
4. govr sB.600	 1600.00

. 5. SpeaLer, P.M.	 40000
6. Recording Equipment
7. Recording Equipment
8. Recording Equipment	

M:Ot
100.00

9. Recording Equipment 	 225600
10. Spooling Mechanism, Pt4m	 600.00
116 Sig* Generator, Measurements,. Inc. 	 -1000.00
120 Collins Osculator

413. Limiting Amplifier	 451:0.gg
114. Converter, Northern	 700003'
15. Modulation Monitor, Gates
16. V.F.0 01 Northern	 1.25°4.0°g.
170 Meticoupler, RX-A	 500.00
18. Multicoupler, Power Supply.	75.00
19. Speech AMplifier -. H75-5	 ....
20. Monitor Amplifier, Gates	 25040
21 0 Receiver, 8K42	 300.00
22. Microphone, RCA, 88ma	 180000
23. Transformer Power, 3m 150.00
24. Reperferatel% Modell 14	 1250.00
25. Teletype, Medal 19	 2002.00
26 * Subscriber Set, 131B4	 1000.00
27 * Switchboard, 53i.6	 26.00
28. Teak Panel, 13 pair	 100.00

.0029. Generators, Diesel, 10 KV	 21400
30. Racks, Equipment, 78"	 600000
31. Racks,..Equipment, 78 Wilbur 	 45000
32. Electrical Wiring Supplies	 250.00
336 Vest Equipment . 	 -	 325000
34. Spare Parts, Accessories	 5000.00
35. Antennas	 1000000
36. Receivers R100 W1K (crew)
37. Typewritem, Headphones, Keys 	

526.00
1200.00

$34,152.00

38. Search Radar, S008	 _13•900.00
Total
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